Abstract. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p = 2. Let G = F4 be simply connected over k and let σ : G → G be an endomorphism such that the fixed point set G(σ) is a Ree group. We show, using the methods of [BNP06] , that self-extensions of simple kG(σ) modules vanish generically and that for all but the first few Ree groups of type F4, the 1-cohomology for G(σ) with coefficients in a simple kG-module can be identified with the 1-cohomology for G with coefficients in a (possibly different) simple G-module.
Introduction
Let G be a simple algebraic group over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p > 0 and let σ : G → G be a surjective endomorphism of G such that the fixed point set G(σ) := G(k) σ is a finite group. Then G(σ) is in fact a finite group of Lie type. In [BNP06] the authors investigate the connection between the 1-cohomology for G and G(σ) in case G(σ) is a Chevalley or Steinberg group. They exclude from consideration the Ree and Suzuki groups. As the authors explain, since their results involve comparing extensions between simple modules, there was little point dealing with the Ree groups of type G 2 or the Suzuki groups, since the exact computation of these extensions had been completed in papers of Sin: [Sin92] and [Sin93] . However there remains a gap, since there are no general results for the Ree groups of type F 4 . This paper exists to fill that gap with results in the flavour of [BNP06] .
There are three theorems in [ibid.] for which we wish to create analogues for the Ree groups 2 F 4 (q). They are (i) [ibid.,Thm. 5.4] which shows that, generically, self-extensions between simple kG(σ) modules vanish. (ii) [ibid.,Thm. 5.5] which shows that with finitely many exceptions depending only on the root system Φ(G), the 1-cohomology
,Thm. 5.6] which is an analogue of the above for degree 1 kG(σ)-extensions between simple modules.
The analogues of these will be our theorems 3.6 and 3.7 below. (The latter incorporates (ii) as a special case of (iii).) We will not give the exact statements in this introduction.
It is unsurprising that some analogue must exist and our proofs differ hardly at all from those in [BNP06] (though we are able to abbreviate significantly using some new technology from [BNP + 12]). The main industry here is establishing out how to reduce the various components of the many spectral sequence calculations to those involving only the classical Frobenius kernels 'G r ' with r ∈ N.
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Notation
Assume the notation in [Jan03] . We supplant as necessary with notation from [BNP + 12], given below. The reader is warned that the notation in the other papers cited is more-or-less pair-wise inconsistent.
For the remainder of the paper, let G be a group of type F 4 defined over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p = 2. Let τ be the special isogeny G → G satisfying τ 2 = F , the Frobenius endomorphism on G. We denote the scheme-theoretic kernel of τ by G 1/2 ; for an even integer r = 2s, we denote the kernel G σ of σ = F s by G r/2 = G s and if r = 2s + 1 is odd, the kernel
] the twist of the module by precomposing the action map with one of the G-endomorphisms σ = F s or σ = τ • F s according as r is even or odd. Similarly, if G σ = G r/2 acts trivially on V , we may define an untwist
Let X + be the set of dominant weights of G and denote by X σ the subset of X + defined by weights which are σ-restricted. In case r is even, X σ = X r/2 ; when r = 2s + 1 is odd, then the condition that λ ∈ X + be σ-restricted is that λ, α ∨ < p s+1 for α ∈ Π short, and < p s in case α ∈ Π is long, where Π denotes the set of simple roots of G. Any dominant weight λ can be uniquely written as λ + σ * λ 1 , where λ 0 is σ-restricted and λ 1 ∈ X + . Here σ * : X → X is the restriction to
, an analogue of Steinbergs tensor product theorem.
We make significant use of spectral sequences
where H 2 = G s/2 for s ∈ N and H 1 is either G or G r/2 with r ≥ s. See [BNP + 12, Remark 2.2.1(a)] for a discussion.
Results
. This is an infinite dimensional module as the coset space G/G(σ) is affine. Theorem 3.1. The G-module G(k) has a filtration with sections H 0 (λ) ⊗ H 0 (λ * ) [σ] , one for each λ ∈ X + and occurring in an order compatible with the dominance order on X + . Following [BNP04a, §2.4], define G Ω (k) as a certain truncation of G(k); specifically it is the largest submodule of G(k) whose high weights are in the set {ν ∈ X + | ν,
Proof. This is proved in [BNP
Proof. This is [BNP04a, Thm.
2.4]
The following lemma will be used in various spectral sequence calculations.
Lemma 3.3. Let r ∈ N and set s = [r/2]. Let λ, µ ∈ X r/2 and let ν ∈ X + satisfy ν,
Proof. When r is even this is [BNP06, Prop. 3.1]-we follow the same argument when r is odd. Dualising if necessary, we may assume µ, Proposition 3.4. Let r ≥ 19, so that s ≥ 9. Let λ, µ ∈ X σ and Γ ′ = Γ − {0}.
(a) We have Ext
Set λ = λ 0 + p t λ 1 and µ = µ 0 + p t µ 1 with λ 0 , µ 0 ∈ X t and λ 1 , µ 1 ∈ X r/2−t . Then we may reidentify R as
Proof. Aside from the last isomorphism, part (a) follows immediately from Theorem 3.2 and from the description of G Ω (k) given in Theorem 3.1 and the remarks following.
For the last isomorphism, note that since p s ≥ 2 5 > 2h − 2 = 22, the hypotheses of Lemma 3.3 hold. Thus for any weight γ ∈ Γ (which satisfies γ, α ∨ 0 < 2h − 2) and any λ, µ ∈ X σ , we see that Hom Gσ (L(λ), L(µ) ⊗ H 0 (γ)) has trivial G-structure. Now apply the LHS spectral sequence corresponding to
and we get the identification of R as given.
For (b) write λ and µ as suggested and, without loss of generality (dualising if necessary), assume µ 1 , α ∨ 0 < λ 1 , α ∨ 0 . Use LHS corresponding to G t ⊳ G on the terms in the first expression for R in (a). We get dim Ext
Consider the first term, E 
has a simple head with high weight p t λ 1 +p s ν ′ for some 0 = ν ′ ∈ X + . Comparison of weights forces E 0,1
This shows the first reidentification.
For the second, we consider Ext
, L(µ 1 )) and run the LHS spectral sequence corresponding to G r/2−t ⊳ G. The E 1,0 term is
This is zero unless λ 1 = µ 1 and then it has trivial G-structure. Thus this term (and equally E 2,0
2 ) is trivial, and Ext
giving the other identification. 
The following is an analogue of [BNP06, Thm. 5.4] showing that generically, self-extensions for the Ree groups between simple modules vanish. Theorem 3.6. Let r = 2s + 1 be odd with s ≥ 9. Then
Proof. Since G is not of type C n , we have Ext 1 Gs (L(λ), L(λ)) for any λ ∈ X s by [Jan03, II.12.9]. We wish to extend this result by replacing s with r/2. When r = 1 the result follows from [Sin94b, 1.7(1)(2),4.5]. Otherwise write λ = λ 0 + p s λ 1 with λ 1 ∈ X 1/2 and apply the LHS spectral sequence corresponding to G s ⊳ G r/2 . The E 1,0 2 term is isomorphic to
by [Jan03, II.12.9].
The remainder of the argument in [BNP06, Thm. 5.4] goes through: Let λ = λ 0 + p 5 λ 1 with λ 0 ∈ X 5 and λ 1 ∈ X r/2−5 . Then by Proposition 3.4 (with t = 5) it suffices to show that for all ν ∈ Γ ′ = Γ − {0}
By the above, we have Ext
Lastly we give a theorem relating Ext 1 s between simple kG(σ)-modules and G-modules.
Theorem 3.7. Assume r = 2s + 1 with s ≥ 10. Given λ, µ ∈ X σ , let
be the τ -adic expansion of λ, and take a similar expression for µ. Then there exists an integer 0 ≤ n < r such that Ext
Proof. If λ = µ the result follows from Theorem 3.6 with n = 0. Note that as
V for any G(σ) module V , it follows from Steinberg's tensor product theorem and examination of the τ -adic expansion of λ andλ that Assume λ = µ. Then there exists 0 ≤ i ≤ r such that λ i/2 = µ i/2 . Choose n such thatλ 5+1/2 = µ 5+1/2 . Writeλ = λ ′ + p 5+1/2 λ ′′ + p 6 λ ′′′ with λ ′ ∈ X 5+1/2 , λ ′′ ∈ X 1/2 and λ ′′′ ∈ X r/2−6 , and take a similar expression for µ.
Since 5 ≤ 6 ≤ s − 4, Proposition 3.4 applies with t = 6. Thus
where R is isomorphic to
where Γ ′ = Γ − {0}.
From Lemma 3.3 we get
Since λ ′′ = µ ′′ we get R = 0 and so the theorem follows.
